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This paper explores solutions for enabling efficient supports of
position independence of pointer-based data structures on byteaddressable None-Volatile Memory (NVM). When a dynamic data
structure (e.g., a linked list) gets loaded from persistent storage into
main memory in different executions, the locations of the elements
contained in the data structure could differ in the address spaces
from one run to another. As a result, some special support must
be provided to ensure that the pointers contained in the data structures always point to the correct locations, which is called position
independence.
This paper shows the insufficiency of traditional methods in supporting position independence on NVM. It proposes a concept called
implicit self-contained representations of pointers, and develops
two such representations named off-holder and Region ID in Value
(RIV) to materialize the concept. Experiments show that the enabled
representations provide much more efficient and flexible support
of position independence for dynamic data structures, alleviating a
major issue for effective data reuses on NVM.

1

INTRODUCTION

Byte-Addressable Non-Volatile Memory (NVM) is a new class
of memory technologies, including phase-change memory (PCM),
memristors, STT-MRAM, resistive RAM (ReRAM), and even flashbacked DRAM (NV-DIMMs). Unlike on DRAM, data on NVM
are durable, despite software crashes or power loss. Compared to
existing flash storage, some of these NVM technologies promise
10-100x better performance, and can be accessed via memory instructions rather than I/O operations. For its appealing properties,
NVM has the potential to create some important impact on computing. NVM has drawn some strong interest in industry, exemplified
with the 3d-XPoint memory announcement by Intel and Micron [2],
the “The Machine” project by HP [8], the explorations to use it for
databases [4], key-value stores [5], file systems [11, 13, 32], and so
on [20].
Designs of traditional systems for general applications have been
assuming a separation of memory and storage. Effectively supporting NVM hence requires innovations across the entire computing
stack. Recent years have seen many studies on architectural designs (e.g., [17–19, 21, 23, 24, 33]), operating system extensions
(e.g., [11–13, 22, 27, 28, 31, 32]), and programming model developments (e.g., [1, 3, 6–10, 15, 29]).
These studies have primarily concentrated on how to provide
ACID (Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, and Durability) for applications that use NVM, such as how to ensure data consistency and
recoverability upon a system crash, how to minimize the needed
logging overhead, how to support atomic updates.
In this paper, we concentrate on a different dimension: data
reusability, which refers to how efficiently and flexibly an application can use the data previously stored on NVM by this or other
applications. ACID support is important for applications to function
soundly on NVM, while data reusability is critical for turning NVM
persistency into computing efficiency.
More specifically, this work is focused on a fundamental aspect in
enhancing data reusability: the support of position independence in
pointer-based data structures. A central challenge for efficient data
reuse is to enable position independence for dynamic data structures.
A data object is position independent if all the references in the data
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struct{uint regionID; ulong offset} (offset is the offset
of the target location from the base address of the NVRegion that
has an ID equaling regionID). It calculates the actual address from
the fields of the struct or class at each pointer access. It doubles the
space usage of pointers, and at the same time, incurs time overhead
similarly large as swizzling causes. A better support of position
independence is hence essential for data reusability on NVM.
This paper describes our solutions to the problem, which consist
of two novel representations of pointers and some programming language extensions. The key in our solution is the concept of implicit
self-contained representations of pointers. A pointer is in an implicit
self-contained representation if it meets three conditions: (1) it is
no larger than a normal pointer; (2) it contains all the info needed
for locating the target address of the pointer; (3) programmers can
use the pointer for data accesses in the same way as using a normal
pointer (the type declaration could differ). Such representations minimize the space overhead of pointers in a dynamic data structure,
and at the same time, allow intuitive usage of non-volatile pointers.
The challenge is how to materialize the representations such that
they incur the minimum runtime overhead. Concatenating the two
fields of a fat pointer (regionID and offset) into one 64-bit word,
for instance, can make the pointer self contained. But it would still
require translations between the regionID and the address of the
region at runtime, which, without a careful implementation, could
easily incur large overhead.
We solve the problem by developing off-holder and Region ID
in Value (RIV) pointer representations, two implicit self-contained
representations of pointers to enable efficient support of position
independence. By storing the offset of the target location and the
pointer’s own address, off-holder offers an efficient support for pointers pointing to locations within the same NVRegion as the pointers
reside. RIV gives a more general solution, supporting pointers both
within and across regions. To make the runtime convertions between
region IDs and addresses efficient, we come up with a novel approach to realizing the convertions through some mapping functions
involving only several bit transformations. We provide a comparison of the two new representations with existing alternatives both
qualitatively and quantitatively.
Experiments show that the enabled representations provide much
more efficient support of position independence for dynamic data
structures than existing representations do. For single-region accesses, the overhead reduces from over 3X (swizzling or fat pointer)
to 1.13X; for multi-region accesses, the overhead reduces from 2.2X
to 1.4X. The exploration also reveals some other insights on supporting position independence on NVM.
Overall, this paper makes the following major contributions:
(1) It describes the first systematic study on supporting position
independence for NVM pointers.
(2) It proposes the concept of implicit self-contained representations, develops off-holder and RIV as two methods to materialize
the concept efficiently, and discusses the needed C/C++ type system
extensions and the associated code translations.
(3) It compares off-holder and RIV with existing alternatives,
both qualitatively and quantitatively. It evaluates the techniques on a
set of data structures, demonstrates the promise of the techniques for
removing the barriers for efficient reuses of dynamic data structures

130000h
next = 100020h

100020h

(a) Addr. Space in Run-1

target

130020h

(b) Addr. Space in Run-2

Figure 1: Issue of position dependent representation: “next”
points to a wrong target in Run-2 when the data region are
mapped to a different virtual address than in Run-1.

object keep their integrity (i.e., pointing to the correct addresses)
regardless of where in the memory space the data object is mapped.
Dynamic data structures impose special difficulties for achieving
position independence due to the usage of pointers and references
in them. Consider a linked list, in which, each node contains a
field “next” that carries the address of the next node as illustrated
in Figure 1 (a). This implementation of pointers is not position
independent. If the linked list is mapped to a different location as
Figure 1 (b) shows, the value of “next” of the first node would not
equal the current address of the second node, causing errors in the
linked list. All data structures containing pointers are subject to this
issue, including linked lists, graphs, trees, hash tables, maps, classes,
and so on.
Position independence is an essential requirement for NVM. Data
on NVM are supposed to be reused across runs and applications.
Requiring a data object to always map to the same virtual address is
impractical in general systems. The address could be already used by
some other shared memories or objects. Moreover, modern operating
systems have broadly adopted address space randomization [26],
a security technique that prevents malicious attacks by varying the
starting addresses of stacks and heaps at the launching time of a
program.
Position independence is needed on traditional secondary storage, such as database or Java objects. The method used there is
pointer swizzling/unswizzling [14] (happening during data serialization/deserialization), which uses position-independent indices (e.g.,
offset in a file) for pointers on the secondary storage and converts
them to direct pointers when the data are loaded into memory. The
drawback is the conversion overhead. It is not a major concern on
traditional storage as accesses to the traditional storage are slow, and
the latency largely outweighs the conversion overhead.
But as NVM has a latency orders of magnitude smaller than
traditional storage, the conversion overhead becomes much more
prominent in the program execution time. Measurements (Section 6)
show that traversals of list, tree and other data structures are subject to 3-4X slowdowns with the use of swizzling at the loading
time and unswizzling at the end. Besides pointer swizzling, fat
pointer (or smart pointer) [10, 25] is another popular option, which
is what existing NVM proposals have been using for position independence. It uses a struct or class for a single pointer, in a form like
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on NVM, and reveals a series of insights on various options for
supporting position independence on NVM.

NVM Logical View

2

NVRoots

BACKGROUND

This section provides some background on the programming paradigms
and organization of NVM, offering necessary premises for the rest
of the discussions.

2.1

NVM
NVRegion 1

1

NVRegion 2

2

Non-root data

Paradigms for NVM Programming

NV Region 3

Together, an
NVSet
rooted in 2

There are at least two paradigms for offering NVM programming
support, differing fundamentally on what role they assume NVM
would play in a system. One is to treat it as a second-level storage
below DRAM. All accesses to NVM have to go through DRAM;
data on NVM need to be copied into DRAM for accesses and copied
out to NVM later for persistence. Some special storage APIs have
been proposed to support this paradigm including the usage of NVM
as swap space of main memory [1]. The other paradigm is to treat
NVM as part of the main memory of the system in addition to
DRAM. Data on NVM can be directly accessed without the need
of going through DRAM. We call these two paradigms indirect and
direct paradigms respectively.
The indirect paradigm allows smooth migrations of legacy code
to using NVM, especially if the API is implicit (e.g., using NVM as
a swap space) or resembles traditional file I/O. However, the copy-in
and copy-out could incur some large (unnecessary) overhead [10, 29].
More fundamentally, it fails to fully exploit some key features (e.g.,
random, byte addressability) of NVM. The direct paradigm, by
avoiding such copy operations, has the potential to better tap into the
full potential of NVM. In this work, we assume the second paradigm:
Processors use NVM as the main memory and directly loads from
and stores to it.

2.2

An NVSet rooted in 1

NVRegion 4
NVRegion 5

NVRegion 6

NVRegion 7

5

Figure 2: A conceptual view of the organization of NVM. Seven
NVRegions are shown with the first two detailed. Each NVRegion contains a number of NVSets with each NVSet containing
one or more NVRoots and possible some non-root data objects;
an object in an NVSet can be located through at least one of
the NVRoots in that NVSet. Rectangles and circles are used to
represent different types of data objectives.
NV Region 1

P

NV Region 3

A

Figure 3: Example of an inter-region reference.

Organization of NVM

Regarding data organizations on NVM, there have been various
designs. Some assume that the entire NVM is a single unit, but more
often, NVM is regarded as composed of a number of units with each
being a standalone chunk of memory to be loaded and shared. Each
unit is called an NVRegion in this paper. This latter assumption offers
more flexibility for the management and reuse of data on NVM. For
instance, a third party may create a set of data structures on some
products. By putting them onto an NVRegion, they can be easily
shared with other users, who can simply load that NVRegion into
their application.
In this paper, we assume this multiple-region organization of
NVM1 . Figure 2 shows the conceptual view of the organization. It
consists of a number of NVRegions. Each NVRegion is a consecutive
(in virtual address space, not necessarily in physical space) chunk of
memory. It contains one or more NVRoots. Each NVRoot is a named
entity corresponding to a location in an NVRegion, from which, a
set of data (e.g., array elements, tree nodes) can be reached through
either regular strides or pointer chasing. The set of data reachable
from an NVRoot is called the NVSet of that NVRoot. An NVSet
may span one or more NVRegions. In Figure 2, there are seven
NVRegions. The first NVRegion contains five NVRoots, each of

which leads an NVSet, including a graph, an array, a linked list, and
two individual variables. The second NVRegion contains an array,
whose elements point to some nodes in the linked list in the first
NVRegion. As a result, the linked list and the array together form
the NVSet of the NVRoot of that array. Some meta data are stored in
each NVRegion to indicate the locations of the roots, the data types
in each, and some other attributes. Each NVRegion has a unique
integer ID, stored at the beginning of each NVRegion. Through an
API call, users can open an NVRegion; that maps the region to the
virtual address space, and its content can then be accessed through
its NVRoots (by default, no copy to volatile memory is needed.)
So overall, the assumed NVM system is as follows:
• It is directly accessed by processors as main memory.
• It consists of multiple NVRegions. Each NVRegion has a
unique ID, and is a separate loading unit.
• Cross-region references (one pointer in Region 1 points to a
location in Region 2) are sometimes necessary.

3

DESIRED ATTRIBUTES OF THE SUPPORT

Before presenting the various support of pointers for position independence, we first list the set of attributes of a desired support.

1

It also covers the designs in which a single NV-region supports multiple sub-regions
within it.
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conversions must be “implicit”, requiring no programmers’ explicit
coding. None of existing position-independent representations of
pointers are implicit self-contained. A fat pointer, for instance, uses
two fields to represent the base and the offset of a single pointer,
doubling the length of a pointer and requiring explicit address conversions.
Implicit self-contained pointers have some appealing properties
that can avoid the limitations of existing solutions on both efficiency
and programming productivity.

r->next = volPtr;

NV Region
Virtual address
50h

G.Chen, L.Zhang, R.Budhiraja, X.Shen and Y.Wu

1000300h
1000350h

(a) off-holder stores offset of
a persistentI pointer

offset = volPtr - & (r->next);
store offset, r->next;

(b) For write to a persistentI pointer
volPtr = r->next;
load r->next, addr;
volPtr = addr + &(r->next);

(c) For reading a persistentI pointer

• Being self-contained and no larger than a standard pointer,
such a representation incurs minimum if any space overhead.
• Having a length the same as that of a normal pointer, such a
pointer, when being used in a program, does not need to explicitly reference other fields or variables (hence the “implicit”
in its name.) When serving as function parameters, it can be
passed across functions in a way similar to the passing of
normal pointers. In comparison, with existing representations
of persistent pointers, a use of a persistent pointer always
involves the references to multiple fields or variables.

Figure 4: Example of off-holder method and its code generation.

• Efficiency in time and space. With the implementation of
position-independent pointers, accesses through pointers should
add minimum time overhead. Meanwhile, there should be
minimum increase of space usage. Otherwise, for pointerintensive data structures, the cost of the position-independence
could make them cumbersome to use.
• Flexible to use. As Section 2 mentions, there could be needs
for references both within an NVRegion and across multiple
NVRegions. Therefore, position-independent pointers should
support both intra-region and cross-region references, and
suite the needs of various types of data structures.
• Intuitive to use. The position-independent pointers should
be easy, intuitive to use. Ideally, the implementation should
be transparent to users such that the use of such pointers
would be not much different from the use of normal pointers.
The semantics of operations on such pointers (assignment,
references, dereferences, copy, function parameter passing,
etc.) should be intuitive and coherent.

4

PROPOSED POINTER IMPLEMENTATION
FOR POSITION INDEPENDENCE

This section presents our proposed solutions. It starts with the concept of implicit self-contained representations of pointers, which
serves as the principle of our solutions. It then describes how the
concept is materialized with off-holder and Region ID in Value (RIV),
two ways to implement position-independent pointers for dynamic
data objectives on NVM. Off-holder is designed for intra-region references and features zero space overhead, while RIV complements
off-holder with a more general support (for both intra-region and
cross-region references). At the end of this section, we will discuss
how, through some simple language constructs, these two may be
used together to meet all possible needs.

4.1

Implicit Self-Contained Representation

A pointer is in an implicit self-contained representation if it meets
three conditions: (1) it is no larger than a normal pointer; (2) it contains all the info needed for locating the target address of the pointer;
(3) programmers can use the pointer for data accesses in the same
way as using a normal pointer (the type declarations could differ).
The first two make it “self-contained” and the last implies that if
address conversions is needed for locating the target address, the
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These features give implicit self-contained pointers the potential
of being used efficiently and intuitively. We next describe how the
concept is materialized through two implicit self-contained representations that we have developed. We start with the simpler of the two,
Off-holder.

4.2

Off-holder

The idea of off-holder is simple. It stores in a pointer the difference
between the pointer’s target location and its own address (i.e., the
holder of the value). For instance, in Figure 4 (a), the value stored in
the pointer is 50h rather than the virtual address of the target. From
an off-holder pointer, one can easily calculate the target address.
Figure 4 (b) and (c) illustrate the corresponding conversions between
an off-holder pointer and its target address.
Compared to storing offset from the starting address of the NVRegion (e.g., in fat pointers), off-holder avoids the needs for carrying
the starting address of the region around. Carrying that address is
cumbersome and error-prone, especially across function calls as
Section 5 will elaborate.
At the first glance, off-holder seems more costly than using the
offset from the starting address of the NVRegion. In the latter case,
the base address could be put into a register, while in the off-holder
case, the base address has to be loaded each time. In practice, it is
actually no less efficient because to dereference a pointer, no matter
what, the pointer itself has to be located—which already provides
the base address of the off-holder method. (Adding the base to the
offset incurs little overhead, and is needed in both options.)
The off-holder method incurs zero space overhead, and is quite
time efficient as Section 6 will show. It is however good for only intraregion pointers—that is, their targets reside in the same NVRegion
as the pointers themselves do. If the target of an off-holder pointer
is in a different region, the offset between the target address and
this pointer’s address would depend on the locations of the two
NVRegions; the offset stored in the pointer in one execution could
be incorrect for another execution if the NVRegions are loaded
differently in the two executions.

Efficient Support of Position Independence on Non-Volatile Memory
region ID

offset

(a) Conceptual view of a RIV pointer

address = ID2Addr(region ID)+offset
(b) Conversion from RIV to address

region ID = Addr2ID(address);
offset = address - getBase(address);
(c) Conversion from address to RIV

Figure 5: Illustration of a RIV pointer and the runtime address
conversions.

Address of a byte in NVSpace
L1

L2

Range of IDs of NVRegions
L3

[0, 2L4-1]

L1: #leading bits, set to all 1s to indicate an address in NVSpace.
L2: #bits for NVBase, which distinguish the base addresses of different NV segments.
L3: #bits for the offset of a byte in an NV segment.
L4: #bits used by the allowed largest value of the ID of an NVRegion.

Figure 6: Illustration of an address in NVSpace, the range of
allowed IDs of NVRegions, and the meanings of L1, L2, L3, L4.
(L4 L2 and L4 + dlog(L2/8)e L3)

4.3

Region ID in Value (RIV)

MICRO-50, October 14–18, 2017, Cambridge, MA, USA
Implementation of RIV. The main challenge for implementing
RIV is in making the conversion between it and the absolute target address transparent and efficient at the same time. Consider an
assignment to a RIV pointer. The operation requires the ID of the
NVRegion of the target address. One option could be to ask the user
to use a special API (e.g., store(pointer, ID, address)) to indicate the
ID explicitly. That is cumbersome and loses transparency. To allow
users to write the store statement in a way same as for other normal
pointers (i.e., p=address), we must have a method to quickly figure
out what is the ID of the NVRegion to which address belongs.
Our solution to the challenge takes advantage of the enormousness
of the virtual space in modern systems. It uses the top section of a
virtual address space for NVRegions and assistant data structures.
We call it NV space. (That adds some restrictions on address space
randomization, but only to a minimum degree; we elaborate on this
at the end of this sub-section.)
As illustrated in Figure 7 (a), an NV space consists of three main
areas. The lowest two are used for two direct-mapping lookup tables
between region IDs and their base addresses, called RID table and
base table. The top part is data area where NV data are mapped to.
Some small gap could exist between the areas.
The key question in implementing such a design is how to (1)
ensure clean separations among the three areas, (2) and minimize
the usage of space by the two tables, (3) and meanwhile keep the
table lookups efficient. Our implementation achieves these properties
through a careful usage of the bits in an address, and the design of
the mapping functions for the two tables. We next describe each of
the three areas in detail.
Data Area. The data area is regarded as a set of equal-sized NV
segments, as illustrated by the left box in Figure 7 (a). The address
of any byte in the NV space can be regarded as a composition
of three sections, depicted in Figure 6. We use L1, L2, and L3 to
represent the lengths of each of the three sections. The first (most
significant) L1 bits are all 1s, indicating that it is an address in the
NV space. The last (least significant) L3 bits indicate the offset of
a byte in an NV segment. The middle L2 = 64 L1 L3 bits are
called nvbase, which distinguishes the base addresses of different
NV segments. The total number of NV segments in an NV space is
slightly less than 2L2 because the bottom of NV space is used for the
two mapping tables. Figure 6 also introduces another notation L4,
which defines the allowed range of the IDs of NVRegions (recall
that each NVRegion has an integer ID); this notation will be used
later in this section.
In the basic design, one NV segment contains at most one NVRegion, and one NVRegion cannot span more than one NV segment.
Hence, at a given moment, the number of opened (i.e. loaded) NVRegions in an address space cannot exceed the number of NV segments.
Later in this section we will discuss how the size limitation can be
alleviated. The starting address of an NVRegion is mapped to the
beginning of a segment. That makes it easy to get the base address
of an NVRegion from an address (i.e., getBase() in Figure 5 (c)):
just masking the last L3 bits of the address.

We design RIV to overcome the limitation of the off-holder method.
It works for both intra-region and inter-region references. It incurs
only marginal space overhead, and offers a good time efficiency
through two carefully designed direct mapping tables.
Design of RIV. RIV exploits the many (often unused) bits in
an address and the huge virtual memory address space in modern
machines. Modern machines use 64-bit addresses. Each pointer is 64bit long, with a range much larger than the size of physical memory
equipped in a typical machine. Many bits in a pointer hence remain
unused.
The basic idea of RIV is to use these unused bits in a pointer
to store the ID of the NVRegion that holds the target location of
a pointer. (Recall that each NVRegion has a unique integer as its
ID.) The value held in a pointer now consists of two parts: the ID of
the target region and the offset of the target location in that region.
Some runtime conversions will be needed for using the pointers. As
Figure 5 illustrates, at a dereference from the pointer, the ID part in
the pointer is first used to retrieve the starting address of the target
NVRegion (through ID2Addr() in Figure 5 (b)); the target address
is then attained by adding the offset into that starting address. A
reverse conversion is needed when an address is stored into such
a pointer: The ID is first retrieved (through Addr2ID() in Figure 5
(c)) and the offset is then calculated by subtracting from the address
the base address of the NVRegion (obtained through getBase() in
Figure 5 (c)). The ID and the offset are then stored into the pointer.
Note that using the address rather than the ID of an NVRegion in
RIV won’t work as the address may change across runs.

Lookup Tables. The runtime builds the two lookup tables to facilitate the address translation. The tables are populated as the program
opens NVRegions.
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addr=1 1 ... 1 x x ... x * * ... *

NV Space
nv segment

...

data area

nv segment
nv segment

L1

64-bit address
1 1 …1 1 1…1 1 1 1 1 … 1 0 0 … 0
L1

L2

L2

Virtual address

Memory content

L3

1 1 …1 1 1…1 1 x x x … x 0 0 … 0

L1

L2

basePart = addr & 0 0 ... 0 1 1 ... 1 0 0 ... 0;
1 1 ... 1 0 0 ... 0 x x ... x 0 0 ... 0
...
1 1 ... 1 0 0 ... 0 x x ... x 0 0 ... 0
...
1 1 ... 1 0 0 ... 0 x x ... x 0 0 ... 0

bit operations

rid = addr2ID(addr):

L1

L2

:
:
:
:
:

a RID
a RID
a RID

ridLoc = 1 1 ... 1 0 0 ... 0 | (basePart>> );
L1
// = L3 rid = (*ridLoc);

log(L4/8)

log(L4/8)

L4+ log(L2/8)
1 1 …1 0 0…0 1 0 0 0 … 0 0 0 … 0
L1

L2

(b) RID lookup table and usage for address-to-RID conversion

L3

1 1 …1 0 0…0 0 1 1 1 … 1 0 0 … 0

...

base table

nvbase

L1

L4

log(L2/8)

1 1 …1 0 0…0 0 1 x x … x 0 0 … 0
1 1 …1 0 0…0 0 1 0 0 … 0 0 0 … 0
L1

L4

log(L2/8)

1 1 …1 0 0…0 0 0 0 1 … 1 0 0 … 0

...

RID table

RID

L1

L2

log(L4/8)

Virtual address

RID= x x ... x
L4

1 1 ... 1 0 0 ... 1 x x ... x 0 0 ... 0
...
1 1 ... 1 0 0 ... 1 x x ... x 0 0 ... 0
...
1 1 ... 1 0 0 ... 1 x x ... x 0 0 ... 0

bit operations

1 1 …1 0 0…0 0 0 0 x … x 0 0 … 0
1 1 …1 0 0…0 0 0 0 0 … 0 0 0 … 0
L1

L2

Memory content

log(L4/8)

L1

(a) NV Space Layout

L4

: an nv base
:
: an nv base
:
: an nv base

log(L2/8)

baseAddr = ID2Base(RID):
baseLoc = (RID<< ) | 1 1 ... 1 0 0 ... 0 1 0 0 ... 0;
L1
L4+
// = log(L2/8)
nvbase = (*baseLoc);
baseAddr = 1 1 ... 1 0 0 ... 0 | (nvbase<< L3);
L1

(c) Base lookup table and usage for RID-to-baseAddress conversion

Figure 7: NV space layout and the use of the lookup tables for efficient conversions between Region IDs and base addresses. (See
Figure 6 for definitions of L1,L2,L3,L4.)

(dL2/8e and dL4/8e are the numbers of bytes taken by one entry in the base table and the RID table respectively; their logrithms determine the numbers of bits
needed for representing the strides between the locations of two adjacent entries in the tables.)

The content of the RID table (the bottom area in Figure 7 (a)) is
only the IDs (which are integers) of the opened NVRegions. The key
for the table lookup to be efficient is in the design of the placement
of the IDs in the memory address space. The ID corresponding to
a base address x is put into a memory location y such that y is the
result of several simple bit transformations applied to x, as shown
by the first two lines in the code box in Figure 7 (b). That placement
essentially creates a direct mapping between the base addresses and
the IDs, whereby, from the base address, the ID can be directly
retrieved through just the several bit transformations on the base
address.
In a similar vein, the base table (the middle area in Figure 7 (a))
is built as a directly mapped table as well, as illustrated in Figure 7
(c). It contains only some nvbase values, which are put at some
carefully determined memory addresses such that the base values
can be retrieved through just several bit transformations of the ID of
the NV region.
In the design, care is needed to ensure the two table areas do not
overlap. The solution is to limit the range of possible ID values of
NVRegions. Let that range be [0, 2L4 1]; L4 should be set to no
smaller than L2 to avoid overlaps of the two table areas—the “base
table” would be a region within the “RID table” region in Fig 7 (a).
The relation, L4 > L2, means that there could be more NVRegions
in a system than the number of NV segments opened in a single
application, which is not an issue as very rarely, an application needs
to open all NVRegions contained in a whole system at the same
time. The system can impose a limit on the number of concurrently
opened NVRegions to less than 2L2 if necessary (similar limits exist
on files).
Example. We use an example to illustrate how the lookup tables
work. Assume L1=4; L2=28; L3=32; L4=32. Suppose that when a
program opens an NV region whose RID is 8, the runtime loads the

region into an NV segment that has a base address as 0Xfffffffd00000000.
At that loading time, the runtime will put into the base table a table
entry, the content of which is 0Xffffffd, the nvbase of the base address of that NV segment. Specifically, the runtime puts that entry
at location 0Xf000000400000020 (within the base table), which it
attains by applying the first line of code in Figure 7 (c) to the RID
(i.e., 8). Because of that placement, the nvbase, when needed, can be
retrieved from RID through the same bit transformation, realizing
the conversion from RID to the base address. At the same loading
time, the runtime will also put an entry into the RID table ; the entry
content is the RID (i.e., 8), and the location is 0Xf00000003ffffff4.
It attains that location by applying the first two lines of code in Figure 7 (b) to the NV segment base address (i.e., 0Xfffffffd00000000).
That placement ensures that for an arbitrary absolute address in that
NVRegion (e.g., 0xfffffffd12345678), applying the same two lines of
bit transformations on that address will lead to the entry that contains
the RID, realizing the conversion from an absolute address to RID.
Discussions. Several points are worth noting. First, the formats of
the addresses in the three areas of the NV space are carefully designed to avoid any overlap among them. An overlap would cause
ambiguity in the meaning of the value at the overlapped locations.
Our design prevents overlaps. In Figure 7 (a), for instance, the highlighted bits (we call them “flagging bits”) on the left of the “L4”
section of each “base table” address is set to 1, which ensures that
the base table entries won’t appear in the range of the RID table
(L4+dlog(L2/8)e L2+dlog(L4/8)e because L4 L2). Similarly,
the flagging bits “11” (or “10”) highlighted in the data area addresses
prevents the data area from overlapping with the two tables—for this
to work, our design requires L4 + dlog(L2/8)e L3 such that that
the flagging bits “11” (or “10”) will reside in the “L2” section of the
addresses in the data area. In addition, L4 + dlog(L2/8)e  62 L1
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is required to ensure there is space for the flagging bits in the addresses.
Second, the mapping functions involve only several bit transformations, making the table lookups time efficient. Meanwhile,
the addresses of the tables differ in the precisely calculated minimum number of rightmost bits (e.g., bit dlog(L4/8)e + 1 to bit
dlog(L4/8)e + 1 + L2 for the RID table entries), which minimizes
the usage of the virtual address space by the two tables (2L4 ⇤
dL2/8e + 2L2 ⇤ dL4/8e bytes in total). The physical memory space
overhead is linear to n, the number of actually opened NVRegions;
it is totally n ⇤ (dL4/8e + dL2/8e) bytes. Consider an example:
L2 = 24, L4 = 32, 20 NVRegions opened. The space overhead is
only 140 bytes.
Third, the values of L1, L2, L3, L4 determine the upperbound of an
NVRegion size and the number of NVRegions allowed in a system.
For example, {L1=2; L2=24; L3=38; L4=58}, allows 258 total (up
to 16 millions loadable at one moment) NVRegions with each up to
256GB. To allow more flexibility in region size, one could support in
a single system two levels of NVRegions, small and large, using one
extra bit (represented with L0) to distinguish them. For instance, the
small regions could have {L0=1; L1=2; L2=28; L3=34; L4=57} for
small (up to 16GB) NVRegions, and {L0=1; L1=2; L2=21; L3=40;
L4=57} for large (up to 1TB) NVRegions.
Finally, although reserving the upper part of address space for
NVM adds some restrictions to address space randomization, the
influence is minor: NVRegions could be still mapped to different
locations in different runs, as long as they fall into the NV space.
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i
x

persistentI
persistentX

r NVRegions, i.addr r, i.val+i.addr
w,v NVRegions, x.addr w, x2p(x)

r.
v.

(a) Implications of persistentI and persistentX
i persistentI;
x persistentX;
p normal pointers;
v non-negative integers;
$$: the left hand side of a rule; $1, $2: the right hand side operands (left to right);
b.val: value of a variable b;
b.addr: memory address of a variable b; b.type: type of variable b
op: mathematical operators

(b) Semantic domain

Statement
p=i
p=x

i=x
x=i
i=p
x=p

Semantics
$$.val = $1.val + $1.addr
$$.val = x2p($1.val)
tmp = x2p($1.val);
$$.val = tmp.val - $$.addr
tmp = $1.val+$1.addr;
$$.val=p2x(tmp.val)
$$.val = $1.val - $$.addr
$$.val = p2x($1.val)

Statement Semantics
i op v
v op i
x op v
v op x
&i

*i
&x

*x

$$.type = $1.type
$$.val=$1.val op v.val
$$.type = $1.type
$$.val=p2x( x2p(x) op v.val)
$$.val = $1.addr
$$.val = *($1.val + $1.addr)
$$.val = $1.addr
$$.val = *x2p($1.val)

(c) Semantics of related operations

Figure 8: Semantics of persistentI and persistentX types of pointers and their related operations. Dynamic type safety checking
can be generated for the type castings; they are ommitted here.
Functions x2p() and p2x() are explained in Section 4.3.

lists the primary evaluation rules. The first six show the operational
semantics of implicit type conversions (through pointer assignments)
of the different types of pointers. Functions x2p() and p2x() define
the converstions from persistentX to normal pointers and from normal pointers to persistentX respectively. They have been explained
in the previous subsection. The rules “i op v” and “x op v” define the
operational consequences of mathematical operations on persistentI
and persistentX pointers. Both return a type identical to the type of
the pointer type involved in the expression, with the point-to location
reflecting the consequence of the operations. The final four rules
show the semantics of address-of and dereference operations.
In addition to the two types, there could be some extra modifiers
for volatile pointers (i.e., pointers that themselves reside on volatile
memory). For instance, in our designed programming system, there
is a type modifier “persistent” for a volatile pointer to distinguish
volatile pointers that point to volatile memory locations and those
pointing to persistent memory locations. Such a distinguishment
helps maintain the consistency of the data “persistent” pointers point
to (e.g., help compilers insert code to ensure ACID properties for
accesses to persistent memory.) Without the modifier, runtime checks
(of the initial bits of an address, for instance) may be needed for
telling that the access is to volatile memory or persistent memory.
Because these pointers themselves are not persistent and will be
initiated at the beginning of an execution and be discarded at the end
of an execution, they store absolute addresses, needing no position
independence support.
With the type extensions, the persistent pointers can be used
intuitively. Figure 9 shows the traversal of a cross-region linked
list. Each node in the list contains two pointers; one is of type
“persistentI”, the other is of type “persistentX”. The former points
to the next node in the same region, while the latter points to a
NVRegion that contains the information of a product. The bold font
highlights the accesses to the two fields. Both are as intuitive as

Extensions to the Type System

The new types of non-volatile pointers can be used through macros
that realize the needed address conversions. But a more transparent
approach is to add some minor extensions to the type system of the
programming language such that compilers can automatically recognize such pointers in a program and generate the needed address
conversions at their accesses. It will also allow the compiler to better
detect type safety issues. We present our extensions to C/C++ in this
part.
Our extension includes two modifiers; persistentI for off-holder
pointers (“I” for intra-region), and persistentX (“X” for cross-region)
for RIV pointers. With these types indicating the NV pointers, the
compiler can generate the corresponding address conversion code
at the assignments and dereferences of those pointers. To programmers, the usage of these pointers will be similar to that of normal
pointers; no special APIs would be needed for pointer assignment or
dereference.
The syntax of using the two modifiers is the same as the other
type keywords in C/C++ (e.g., const). As a clear semantic definition
is critical for the types to be used correctly, we provide a formal
definition of the semantics of the two types of pointers in Figure 8,
which can be useful for the development of compiler support. Figure 8 (a) formally defines the basic implications of the two types.
The type persistentI implies that the pointer itself and the location
it points to reside on the same NVRegion, while persistentX allows
them to reside on the same or different NVRegions. Figure 8 (b)
gives the semantic domains. We include three main attributes for a
variable: its value (val), address (addr), and type (type). Figure 8 (c)
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…
typedef struct{
persistentI struct listNode * next;
persistentX product * prod;
}listNode;
// assume NVRegions are opened.
void walkList (persistent listNode * mylist){
persistent listNode * p;
for (p=mylist; p!=NULL; p=p->next)
process (p->product);
}

(a) Codelet

G.Chen, L.Zhang, R.Budhiraja, X.Shen and Y.Wu

...

...

...

...

struct {
uint regionID;
ulong offset;
}
// at an access, the base address is retrieved from the
regionID and then added with offset to get the target address

.
.
.

(a) Core struct of a fat pointer

...

int *pBase; // declare the base variable
int _based(pBase) * pb = & a; // declare and initiate a based pointer
(b) Example of a based pointer

...

Figure 10: Examples of fat pointers and based pointers.

(b) Each box is an NVRegion

Figure 9: An example of a cross-region linked list.

into a hashtable to record the mapping between the regionID and
the base address of the region. At a use of a fat pointer, the base
address is retrieved from the regionID of the fat pointer through the
hashtable and is then added to its offset to get the absolute address.
The PMEM library [25] uses fat pointers for persistent pointers; the
smart pointers used in NV-Heap [10] have a similar design (through
C++ class).
Efficiency: Fat pointers are not efficient in either space or time.
It doubles the space usage for a pointer. At the same time, a use
of a fat pointer (reference or dereference) usually needs accesses
to both fields and the hashtable lookup, resulting in substantial
time overhead. The overhead could be reduced if the retrieved base
address of the NVRegion is cached in a register. However, if multiple
NVRegions are accessed in an application, the effectiveness of the
caching method can be largely throttled as next section will show.
Productivity: Fat pointers rely on programmers to put in code
to explicitly conduct address conversions in their references and
dereferences. The lack of user-transparency makes the use of fat
pointers wordy and error-prone.
Based Pointer
Based pointers explicitly store the “base” of a memory region
into a variable (which is usually a global variable). Each declaration
of a based pointer includes a base variable as part of the type of the
based pointer, indicating the base address of the memory region of
the target location. The based pointer itself only stores the offset of
the target location relative to the base. As Figure 10 (b) illustrates,
references and dereferences of a based pointer are similar to normal
pointers, requiring no explicit address converting code to be put
in by programmers. The compiler makes inferences based on the
type definitions of the pointers and puts in address converting code
automatically. Based pointers are used in Microsoft C++.
Efficiency: Based pointers are efficient in both space and time.
Space-wise, all pointers on a memory region share one single base
variable; the extra space usage is just one base variable for all the
pointers on a region. Time-wise, as the base variable often stays in a
register, the time overhead at a reference or a dereference of a based
pointer is typically just one extra addition operation.
Productivity: Even though based pointers typically need no explicit address translations, they are subject to some productivity
issues.
The first and also the most important limitation is its insufficient
support for cross-region references. An array of based pointers must
have the same base, which is the one used in the declaration of the
array, such as the base b in declaration “long based(b) * ptrArray[100]”. If the elements in the array shall point to locations in

accessing normal pointers, requiring no accesses to any base or other
assistant variables that other methods would need.
The extended type system also offers conveniences for automatic
type safety checks. For instance, if there is a statement assigning a
persistentX pointer to persistentI pointer, the compiler can recognize
such a case through the types of the variables, and then insert a
runtime check to ensure that the pointer and the address it points to
indeed reside on the same NVRegion (hence the compatibility of the
two sides of the assignment.) Such a check can be made optional to
fit users’ different levels of safety and efficiency needs.
It is worth noting that it is also reasonable to design the type
system more conservatively by disallowing some of the possibly
risky type conversions (e.g., “i=x”). In that case, static types checks
by compilers can be sufficient for detecting the type violations.
With the semantics clearly defined, it is straightforward to implement the two types of pointers and the associated code translations
in a compiler. We implement a prototype on LLVM [16] for this
study based on the definitions in Figure 8.
In NVM usage, we expect that most persistent pointers will be
persistentI (intra-region); persistentI can be made the default type for
persistent pointers, and programmers need to pay special attentions
only to persistentX pointers. As cross-region pointers are expected
to be uncommon, the extra burden added to programmers will be
small in most cases.
Consider a forest consisting of some trees. Each tree could be
put into a region. Cross-region pointers are needed only for the few
connections between trees. All other pointers would be the default
persistentI pointers.
If a tree grows too large to fit into a basic NVRegion, it could be
migrated to a higher-level larger NVRegion (if multi-level NVRegions are adopted), or prompt a runtime allocation error when migration is impossible.

5

COMPARISONS WITH OTHER METHODS

During the design, we have examined existing methods, and found
three main options. This section gives qualitative comparisons with
them; next section will compare them quantitatively.
Fat Pointer
In the fat pointer method, a pointer is represented with a struct,
as illustrated in Figure 10 (a). The regionID field records the ID of
the NVRegion in which the target address resides; the offset field
records the offset of the target location relative to the base address
of the NVRegion. When an NVRegion is loaded, an entry is put
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different NVRegions, with based pointer method, they cannot be
put into a single array. In comparison, RIV is not subject to such
limitations given that it does not include base in its type definition.
Second, based pointer is not self-contained, causing its usage
wordy, frequently counter-intuitive, and error-prone. Because the
declaration of a based pointer must include the base as part of the
type, the declaration may have to carry multiple bases, making its
usage wordy (consider a declaration of a based pointer pointing to
another based pointer). Consider the following simple codelet:

int __based(b1) * __based(b2) * p1;
// try to call foo() with p1 as (one of) the parameter(s).

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

a) foo(p1);
void foo (int __based(int *a1) * __based(int *a2) * p){
**p; // compilation error
}
b) foo(p1);
int *a1, *a2;
void foo (int __based(a1) * __based(a2) * p){
**p; // runtime error
}

int *b=1000;
int based(b) *p = 3000;
int * q=3000;
p=q;
p++;
q++;

c) foo (p1, b1, b2);
void foo (int ** p, int * a1, int * a2){
int __based(a1) * __based(a2) * q;
q = (int __based(a1) * __based(a2) *) p;
**q; // correct
}

Both lines 2 and 4 are assignments to a based pointer. Although the
right hand sides of the two lines have the same value, the values that
p gets differ: 3000 at line 2, but (3000-1000=2000) at line 4. Lines
5 and 6 increase pointers p and q by 1 respectively. However, the
actual semantics differ: at line 6, the behavior is to increase the target
address of q by sizeof(int), while at line 5, the behavior is to increase
the value in p by 1. In more complex code (e.g., involving arrays of
pointer arrays or other pointer-based collection data structures), the
code can be even more confusing.
Moreover, base pointers are especially error-prone to use in function parameter passing. Figure 11 shows three attempts to pass a
based pointer to a function. The first one gets a compilation error,
and the second one gets a runtime error. The third one works, but
requires explicit passing of not only the pointer, but also its bases.
Serialization and Deserialization
Another option is the method of (de)serialization. In this method,
the pointers in a data structure are converted into references based
on position independent indexes (e.g., name or index/offset in a
file) when the data structure is stored into persistent storage, and
are converted back when the data structure is loaded. To ensure the
consistency of the content of the data structure, all the operations in
the conversion of a data structure usually have to be atomic. This
method is the default way Java uses for storing and moving its data
objects.
This method is not efficient. The conversions need to traverse
the entire data structure. In addition, it adds complexities into the
maintenance of persistency and consistency of the persistent data
structure. Throughout the program execution, the data structure is in
a form that is not position-independent. If there is a power loss or
system breakdown before the data structure is converted back into a
position-independent form, the updates to the data structure could
all get lost.
Off-holder and RIV
Off-holder and RIV both are implicit self-contained representations, and are both intuitive to use.
Off-holder is efficient as Section 6 will show. It by itself does not
suffice as it cannot support inter-region references. RIV can work
for both intra-region and inter-region references, but its reliance
on lookup tables makes it less efficient than off-holder for intraregion references. Overall, using off-holder and RIV together could
overcome all the major drawbacks of existing methods.

Figure 11: Three attempts to pass a based pointer to a function.

6

EVALUATION

This section gives a quantitative comparison of the various implementations of pointers: off-holder, RIV, fat pointers, based pointers,
and pointer swizzling. Because space efficiency and usability have already been covered in the previous section, this section concentrates
on time efficiency.
We first summarize the overall observations as follows:
• Based pointer has the highest efficiency, but as the previous section explains, it is subject to some serious usability
limitations, especially for cross-region accesses.
• Fat pointer incurs large (over 3X) time overhead. Caching can
reduce the overhead, but is not effective when the accesses
move across multiple NV regions frequently.
• Pointer swizzling causes overhead similarly large as fat pointer
does unless the data are reused for many times.
• RIV and off-holder always give an efficiency close to the
best. Considering their near zero space overhead and general
usability, they together offer an option that meets the needs
in all situations (single or multiple NV regions, various data
structures of different sizes).

6.1

Methodology

We conduct our evaluations with four dynamic data structures: linked
list, binary tree, hash set, and trie. They are the primary data structures used in many applications. The linked list is a single-direction
linked list of a number of nodes. The binary tree is just a common
tree with two children per node. The hash set contains N entries
with each key’s values stored in a linked list; new values are put to
the end of the corresponding linked list. The trie data structure we
use is an ordered tree data structure that is used to store a dynamic
set or associative array where the keys are usually strings. In our
experiments, we try to store many English words in a trie. Each node
is a letter, and each path from the root to a leaf node represents an
English word. Two words sharing the same prefix share the same
subpath.
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Slowndown (X)

Non-transactional (32-byte payload)
In our experiments, we populate the data structures with some random content such that each data structure contains 10000 elements.
Swizzling
10
Fat pointer
For each timing result, we repeat the measurement for 10 times
RIV
and get the average. The implementations using normal (volatile)
8
Off-holder
Based
pointers are used as the baseline.
pointer
6
For each of the data structures, we made two kinds of implementations of the various pointers. The first is based on the PMEM.IO
4
library [25]. The library provides a transactional object store, pro2
viding memory allocation, transactions, and general facilities for
persistent memory programming. It uses fat pointer in implementing
0
list
btree
hashset
trie
persistent pointers. In our experiment, we replace the fat pointer
Data Structures
with other types of persistent pointers. Code written in PMEM.IO
usually runs substantially slower than code not using it, due to the
Figure 12: Slowdown (non-transactional)
extra operations for tracking the accesses to NVRegions to achieve
the transactional store semantics—a property
needed
for
the
persismicro_data_pure
list-pure-wrongFatImplementation
list-pure-correctFatImpl
hashset-pure-wrongFatImplementation
hashset-pure-correctFatImpl
tency and data integrity upon crashes. To avoid the influence of these
extra operations on the measured overhead of persistent pointers, we
made another implementation, which avoids those extra operations
legends of the bars. Next subsection includes the measurements on
(hence, the transactional store semantics). We call the two versions
multiple NVRegions.
“transactional” and “non-transactional” respectively.
Both swizzling and fat pointer cause more than 3.6X slowdowns
We in addition implement wordcount application with each of the
to the traversals. RIV, off-holder, and based pointer incur much
methods and report the performance.
smaller slowdowns, with the average being 1.24X, 1.13X, and 1.03X
We use the Intel Persistent Memory Emulator Platform (PMEP)
respectively. Based pointer is the fastest thanks to its use of registers
for all performance measurements. Intel built PMEP to enable the
to store the base addresses of the NVRegion. Unfortunately, it is
performance study of persistent memory software for a range of
subject to some important usability limitations as Section 5 mentions.
latency and bandwidth points interesting to the emerging NVM
Off-holder has an efficiency close to that of based pointers, while
technologies. As the previous publication describes [13], PMEP
avoiding much of its usability limitations.
partitions the available DRAM memory into emulated NVM and
The careful design of RIV helps it avoid the substantial hashtable
regular volatile memory, emulates configurable latencies and bandlookup overhead that the fat pointer method has. Its smaller pointer
width for the NVM range, allows configuring NVM wbarrier latency
size helps data locality and cache performance. These make it effi(set to 115ns in our experiments), and emulates the optimized clflush
®
®
cient. Its translations between region ID and base address makes it
operation. PMEP is implemented on a dual-socket Intel Xeonl
slightly more costly than off-holder and based pointer. We examine
processor-based platform, using special CPU microcode and custom
the overhead of RIV by breaking down a RIV-based read into three
platform firmware. Each processor runs at 2.6GHz, has 8 cores, and
steps: (1) getting the region ID and offset fields from a RIV value;
supports up to 4 DDR3 Channels (with up to 2 DIMMs per Channel).
(2)
calculating the baseAddr from the ID; (3) reading the baseAddr
The custom BIOS partitions available memory such that channels
and
calculating the actual target address by adding the offset to the
2-3 of each processor are hidden from the OS and reserved for emubaseAddr. On average, the three parts contributes 32%, 23%, and
lated NVM. Channels 0-1 are used for regular DRAM. NUMA is
48% of the total overhead.
disabled for NVM channels to ensure uniform access latencies. It
When the payload size of each data element changes, the weight
has 16GB DRAM and 256GB PM.
of pointer accesses in the overall running time changes, which leads
to changes in the overhead by the pointers. When the payload increases to 256 bytes. The overhead of all types of pointers becomes
6.2 Non-Transactional Implementation
smaller than in the 32-byte payload case. However, swizzling and fat
We first report the results obtained on the non-transactional implepointer still cause more than 3X slowdowns on average. The average
mentation on PMEP. The results reflect the overhead caused by the
slowdowns by RIV, off-holder, and based pointer become 1.15X,
pointer implementations without the influence of the extra opera1.07X, and 1.01X.
tions related with the transactional semantics. This experiment uses
Unlike other types of pointers, the swizzling method incurs a oneonly one NVRegion in each execution. The test cases used for this
time overhead for a data structure in one execution. After the pointers
experiment use only intra-region pointers because the purpose was
are swizzled, the accesses to them do not incur any extra overhead.
to compare the performance of all the methods, which all (including
Therefore, if the data structure is accessed repeatedly, the swizzling
RIV) can support such pointers.
overhead can weigh less. Table 1 gives quantitative measurements.
Figure 12 reports the running times of the traversals of the four
As the number of traversals of the data structure increases to 10 and
data structures when the payload in each data element is 32-byte
100, the overhead drops from over 3X to about 1.3X and then to a
large. The times are normalized to those when normal (volatile)
negligible level. These results indicate that swizzling is not a good
pointers are used. The implementations of all the persistent pointers
option for NVM pointers unless the data structures are repeatedly
shown in the bar graph are through the method corresponding to the
accessed for many times.
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Table 1: Overhead (X) of Pointer Swizzling Method (32-byte
payload, non-transactional).
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Transactional Implementation
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In this part, we present the results from the transactional implementation on Intel PMEP. The implementation builds on the PMEM.IO
library, which creates some wrapping structure for each data item
on NVM with some metadata (e.g., type info) about that data item
recorded. These metadata are necessary for the library to materialize
the transactional store semantic on the NVM.
experiments,
word count
time In our
operations
each data item, including the metadata, is 128-byte large. The metadata and extra operations by PMEM.IO are something actual NVM
programs would typically incur for getting the ACID (atomicity,
consistency, isolation, durability) property on NVM. Therefore, the
measurements in this experiment reflect the overhead of the persistent pointers in this practical setting. The baseline of the comparison
is the performance when normal (volatile) pointers are used for the
data structures working with the PMEM.IO library on PMEP.
Besides traversals, we also experiment with search for random
elements in the data structures. In addition, we add an optimized fat
pointer implementation, which uses two global variables, lastID and
lastAddr, to store the most recent NVRegion ID and its base address.
At each fat pointer access, the program first compares the target
NVRegion ID with lastID and uses lastAddr if they are identical
and avoids a hash lookup needed otherwise. We call this method “fat
pointer with cache”, and the basic fat pointer “fat pointer without
cache”.
Figure 13 reports the normalized running times when one single
NVRegion is used. The results on the search and the traversal are
similar. Both swizzling and the basic fat pointer still incur over
3X overhead in most cases. (As swizzling shows large slowdowns
as in the non-transactional cases, for legibility, we omit its bars in
the graph.) The caching optimization for fat pointer is effective,
removing most of the overhead. It and the other three methods (RIV,
off-holder, based pointer) all perform well, with average overhead
being 1.11X, 1.15X, 1.13X, and 1.06X respectively.

Figure 15: Execution times of wordcount.
When there are multiple NVRegions, the results on these pointers
become significantly different. To measure the effects, we place the
elements of each data structure across 10 NVRegions in a roundrobin manner. Figure 14 reports the normalized (over the use of
normal pointers) running times. (Off-holder and based pointers are
not applicable to cross-region usage and are hence not shown.) The
benefits of caching for fat pointers diminish because in most cases,
the NVRegion to access next differs from the just accessed one;
most of the lookups are not saved anymore. As a result, fat pointer
with caching suffers a similar degree of slowdowns as the fat pointer
without caching. In some cases (e.g., btree traverse), it even runs
slower due to the extra checks it does. The RIV method, on the other
hand, performs much better.
We experiment with smaller numbers (2,4,8) of NVRegions. The
slowdowns caused by fat-pointer (cached and uncached) are similar
to those in the 10-NVRegion case (2.1-2.5X for cached, and 2.3-3X
for uncached.) The cached method is still subject to misses because
the next target region differs from the just accessed one, while the
hashing overhead in the uncached method is largely insensitive to
the number of NVRegions.
Wordcount Application. We in addition implement wordcount
application with each of the methods. As an important step for many
document analytics, wordcount uses a Binary Search Tree to count
word frequency in an input file. The tree is put on an NVRegion. A
new node is inserted into the tree when a word is enountered for the
first time; a comparison function is used to decide the location in
the tree for inserting a new node. Figure 15 reports the execution
times when the input contains 1Million and 2Million words to count.
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Off-holder still shows a similar performance as based pointer, cutting
the time of Fat Pointer by about half. RIV reduces the time by about
a third.

7

CONCLUSION

This paper examines the weaknesses of various implementations
of persistent pointers for supporting data position independence on
NVM, and proposes off-holder and RIV to overcome their drawbacks. It concludes that based pointer is efficient but is subject to
some serious usability issues. Fat pointer incurs large time and space
overhead; caching can help but not in multi-region cases. Pointer
swizzling is expensive in general unless the data are reused many
times. RIV and off-holder together offer a more satisfying solution. They incur small time overhead and near zero space overhead;
off-holder is more efficient, while RIV is more generally applicable.

RELATED WORK

Although there have been many studies on NVM programming
support in the recent several years, they primarily focus on the ACID
properties of executions on NVM [1, 3, 6–10, 15, 29]. Position
independence and efficient reusability of NVM data objects have not
yet received systematic studies.
A recent work proposes hardware support [30] to the translation
of object IDs to virtual addresses, and reports promising speedups of
the translations compared to prior software-based implementations.
The hardware changes bring some extra complexities, including
coherence among multi-core processors, that may need further explorations. Our work offers new software-based methods, which, by
employing the careful designs of pointer representations, removes
address translation overhead substantially. How to effectively combine the new software methods with hardware support is worth future
investigations.
There have been a number of proposals on NVM programming
models. Mnemosyne [29] and NVHeaps [10] are two programming
models proposed for C++ and C languages respectively. Mnemosyne
requires NVregions to be loaded into the same virtual address at
every usage, not meeting the needs of modern operating systems
for address randomization. NVHeaps uses smart pointer to support
position independence. As a variant of fat pointer, it adds significant
overhead into dynamic data structure usage as we have shown in
the previous sections. Pointer swizzling is used to support position
independence in Java and database. It is not efficient enough for
NVM usage as reported earlier. The Atlas programming model [8] in
“The Machine” project from HP Labs also relies on smart pointers
for persistent objects. OpenNVM is an effort for designing some
open-source API for taking advantage of Flash memory for programming [1]. Flash memory is an access-by-block device. The
designs in OpenNVM were mostly about hiding the block accesses
in programming. They treat flash memory as a level of storage below
the main memory. The Storage Networking Industry Association
(SNIA) have released some specifications on NVM programming
models [3], which describes the expected behaviors of NVM operations at a high level, without descriptions on how the behaviors can
be implemented.
Besides treating NVM as main memory for computing, there
are a body of work that try to develop file systems on NVM [11–
13, 22, 27, 28, 31, 32]. Accesses to NVM would need to go through
storage API, limiting the flexibility of NVM for general computing.
Position independence in paging has been enabled through hardware support (e.g., page tables, TLB). This work is to provide a
pure software solution that is directly applicable without the hardware cost and complexities. Overlay systems use relative addressing.
Like based pointers, it is not self-contained, requiring the use
of the base address for location calculations. That method, when
being used for general programming, tends to cause programming
difficulties as Section 5 shows on based pointers.
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